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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, which is connected with the work of Ma, Rokhlin and Wandzura [1], 
a numerical scheme for the construction of generalized Gauss-Turin quadrature, replacing the poly- 
nomials with functions from a rather wide class, is presented. In a special case, this construction 
reduces itself to the construction ofgeneralized Gauss quadrature rules given in [1]. The performance 
of the algorithm is illustrated with several numerical examples. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Integrals of the following form will be considered 
ab p(x)f(x) dz, (1) 
where p: (a, b) ~ R + is a nonnegative function to be referred to as the weight function, and 
f:  (a, b) ---* R is a function from a suitably chosen class. A quadrature rule is an expression of the 
form 
2s n 
In,s(f) = Z ~ Am,if(m)(x')' (2) 
m=O i~-i 
with xi e (a, b) and A,n,~ E R for all m = 0, 1 , . . . ,  2s and i = 1, . . . ,  n. The points xi and coeffi- 
cients Am,i are referred to as the nodes and weights of the quadrature formula (2), respectively, 
while expression (2) itself is viewed as an approximation to integral (1). Normally, quadrature 
formulae are chosen to be exact on certain chosen sets of functions, most frequently polynomi- 
als up to some fixed order. An n-point quadrature formula (2) is referred to as a Gauss-Turin 
quadrature if and only if it integrates exactly all polynomials of orders up to 2(s + 1)n - 1 
(see [2]). For s = 0, the Gauss-Turin formula reduces to the Gauss quadrature. The case when 
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s > 0 is very difficult for the construction of Gauss-Turgn quadrature rules and it was considered 
by several authors in [3-10]. 
We will generalize the notion of the classical Gauss-Tur£n quadrature somewhat by introducing 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. Let  
{~, ~2,..., ~2(~+~)~}, (3) 
be a set of functions, where ~oj ~ C2S(a,b) and integrals f :  p(x)~oj(x)dx exist and are finite 
for j = 1 , . . . ,2(s  + 1)n. We will say that the n-point quadrature rule (2) is Gauss-Turdn 
quadrature with respect o the system (3) ff and only ff it integrates exactly aH of function (3). 
In other words, a Gauss-Tur~ia rule is an n-point rule (nodes with multiplicities 2s + 1) that is 
exact for 2(s + 1)n prechosen functions. 
REMARK l. Obviously,  a classical Ganss-Tur£n quadrature rule is a Gauss-Tur£n quadrature 
rule for which ~Vl(X) = 1, ~o2(x) = x , . . . ,  ~o2(~+~)~ = x~(~+i)"-l. 
DEFINITION 2. A finite sequence of functions 
{~1, ~o2,..., ~2(~+1)~ }, 
will be referred to as an s-Hermite system on the interval (a,b) i f~  ~ C2~+l(a,b) for all j = 
1, . . . ,  2(s + 1)n, and the determinants 
~1(zl) 
~(~1) 
~l(Xn) 
~(~) 
@(2s+l)/x 
1 t, n} 
~2(zi) ... ~o2(~+i),~(zi) 
,~(~i) ,~(,+,~(x~) 
•(2s+1),, ~ . (2s+1) /_  2 k ~1} W2(s+l)nk ~1 } 
~02 (Xn) ~2(s+l)n(Xrt) 
~(~) ~(~+~)~(x~) 
•o(2s+l)/x ~ . (2s+l )  / x 2 ~ n} ~u2(s+l)nl, n} 
(4) 
are nonzero for any set of n-points Xl , . . . ,  xn E (a, b) such that xi # xk for any i # k. 
DEFINITION 3. An s-Hermite system on the interval (a, b) will be referred to as an integrable 
s-Hermite system on the interval [a, b] ff all integrals 
fab p(z)~oj(z) dx, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  2(s + 1)n, 
exist and are finite. 
Karlin and Pinkus [11] established the existence and uniqueness of a Gaussian type quadra- 
ture formula having multiple nodes of prescribed odd multiplicities (special case--Gauss-Turgn 
quadrature) for an extended complete Chebyshev (ECT) system (see [12]). Notice that every 
ECT system is, at the same time, the integrable s-Hermite system. 
THEOREM 1. (See [11].) Let {~j(x)}~= 1 be an ECT-system on [a,b]. Assume {/~i}4n__l are 
prescribed positive odd integers uch that k = ~=1/z4 + n. Then there exist unique {x~}~n__l, 
l z l  .'tP-i-- 1 n satisfying a < Xl < x2 < ... < xn < b, and unique real numbers L,~m,~Jrn=O 4=1 
b n ~-1  
f p(x)~j(x)ax=~ Z Am,4~m~(x4) ' j = 1 , . , k  (5) 
4=1 m=O 
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For #i = 2s + 1, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  in Theorem 1, we have the Gauss-Tur£n quadrature from 
Definition 1. 
In this paper, a numerical method for the construction of generalized Gauss-TurNn quadratures 
from Definition 1, with respect o the integrable s-Hermite system, is presented. In Section 2, 
the analytical apparatus to be used in the numerical method, given in Section 3, is developed. 
Given approach is based on the procedure developed in the recent paper [1] of Ma, Rokhlin and 
Wandzura. The performance of the method is demonstrated by numerical examples in Section 4. 
2. ANALYT ICAL  APPARATUS 
In this section, analytical tools to be used in the numerical construction of the Gauss-Tur£n 
quadratures, are developed. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Definition 2 of s-Hermite systems. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the functions {~1,~2,...,~2(~+1)~} constitute an s-Hermite system 
on the interval (a, b), and X l , . . . ,  x ,  are n points on the interval (a, b) such that xi ¢ Xk for 
any i ¢ k. Let for the functions x --* al,i(x) 1 = O, 1,. . .  ,2s + 1, i = 1,2, . . .  ,n, the following 
conditions 
GO,i(Zk) =  ik, a l#(Xk)  = O, 
= O, = 
(2s+l) /  x (2s+l) ,  -, 
(TO, i (Xk)  -~ O, 0"1, i (Xk)  : O, 
a2s+l,~(xk) = o, 
O~s_bl,i(Xk ) = O, 
(2s-t-l) / \ 
O'2s+l,i (Xk} -~ (~ik, 
(6) 
be valid for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, where 6ik is the Kronecker symbol. Then there 
exist such unique coefficients aIll. i = 1, 2, n, j = 1, 2, 2(s + 1)n, l = O, 1, 2s + 1 iv./' " ' '~  " ' ' '  " ' ' '  
providing 
2(s+l)n 
o l#(z )= s Ill (7) 
j--1 
Furthermore, there exist unique coefficients air ] with j -- 1, 2, 2(s + 1)n, i = 1, 2, , n, J~Z " " " ' " " " 
l = O, 1 , . . . ,2s+ 1 such that 
n 
, [ :8+11 , ,~ ~j(X)  = ~ (a~.O, laO, i(X) + a~l, lo ' l , i (x )  -~- ' . . - -Pa j ,  i (T28_kl,i(X)) , (8) 
i=1 
for ali j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  2(s + 1)n. 
The next theorem is the principal analytical tool of this paper. It establishes the necessary 
and sufficient conditions under which a quadrature is Gauss-Tur~nian with respect o a given 
integrable s-Hermite system. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the functions 
{~1, ~92, . . ' ,  ~2(s+l )n},  (O) 
constitute an integrable s-Hermite system on the interval [a, b]. Then the points Xl, x2, . . .  ,xn 
on (a, b) axe the nodes of the Gauss-Turdn quadrature (2) with respect to functions (9) if  and 
only if 
a b p(x)a2s+l,i(x) dx = 0, (10) 
for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. In this case, the Gauss-Turdn weights Am,i, m = O, 1 . . . . .  2s, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n 
axe given by the formula 
Am,i = p(x)am,i(x) dx, (11) 
with functions al,i, l = 0, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n in (10),(11) defined by formu]ae 
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PROOF. First, we show that for any Gauss-Tur£n quadrature rule (2), the condition (10),(11) 
are satisfied. Indeed, since it integrates exactly all of the functions ~1, ~2,. . - ,  ~o2(8+1)n, it also 
integrates exactly all their linear combinations al#(x), l = 0,1 . . . .  ,2s + 1, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Now, (10),(11) follow immediately from (6). 
Suppose now that the nodes xl, x2, . . . ,xn on (a, b) are such that condition (10) are satisfied, 
and the coefficients Am,i, m = 0,1, . . . ,2s ,  i = 1,2 , . . . ,n  are defined by formula (11). We 
will show that the n-point quadrature (2) is the Gauss-Tur~ quadrature with respect o the 
system (9). 
Using (8), we have 
b (at0 _I28+1] b 
p(x)~j(x) dx = I p(x)a0,dx) dx +. . .  + aj# p(x)a28+l,~(x) dx
/----1 ~x J' 
and combining the above relation with (10),(11), we get 
a b n 
Z raI°lA , ) (12) 
i----1 
On the other hand, combining (6) with (8) we obtain ~j(xi) = a [.°]:,i, ~j(' x i )=  uJ,i'~[l]..., ~J'(28) 
(xi) = aj, i , and, from (12), we finally get 
]a p(x)~j(x)dx = ~ do#~j(xi) + ' "+ A2s,i~j (xi) 
2s n 
= Am,i(Pj (xi) 
m=O i-~l 
for all j = 1 ,2 , . . . , (2s+ 1)n. | 
Theorem 3 below follows immediately from Theorem 2. It describes the Gauss-Tur£n odes as 
the solution of a system of nonlinear equations. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the functions {~1,~2,. . . ,  ~2(8+1),} constitute an integrable s-Her- 
mite system, and functions at#(x), I = O, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, i = 1,2, . . . ,  n are defined by formulae (6) 
and (7). Suppose further that S is a subset ore  n consisting of all finite sequences {Xl, x2, . . . ,  xn} 
such that xi ~ xj whenever i ~ j and a < xi < b, i = 1, . . . ,  n. Suppose finally that the mapping 
F: S -* R n is defined by the formula 
Ix i X2 
ab 
p(x)a2s+l,l(x)dx 
p(x)a28+l,2(x)dx 
p(x)a28+l,a(x)dx 
(13) 
Then {Xl, x2, . . . ,  xn} are the Gauss-Turdn odes with respect o the system of functions {~1, 
~2,- . . ,  ~a2(s+l),~} if and only if 
F (x l , . . . , xn)  = 0 A (xi e (a,b), i = 1,.. . ,n). (14) 
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3. NUMERICAL  METHOD 
In this section, using the modified Newton method, a very simple iterative scheme that con- 
verges quadratically for the system of equation (14) is obtained. 
Let us observe the system of nonlinear equations of the form 
F(x) = 0, (15) 
where x = [Xl X2 - . -  Xn ]7- E R n, and the mapping F: R n -~ R ~ is of the form 
F(x) = 
Lf,~(xl,. .  ,xn) 
(16) 
DEFINITION 4. The Jacobian matrix of mapping F in (16) is defined by the formula 
DF(x)  = 
o/1 
Oxt. "'" OOx~ 
io)o ofo 
L OZl OXn 
The following two lemmas concerning the solution of systems of nonlinear equation (15) are 
well known (see, e.g., [13,14]). 
LEMMA 2. NEWTON'S METHOD. Suppose that F: R ~ ~ R n is continuously differentlable in an 
open convex set D C R n, and the mapping G: Nn _+ ~ is defined by the formula 
y = x - DF(x ) - I F (x ) .  (17) 
Further more, let 
(a) x* E N n be the zero of F, and there exists 3 > 0 such that 
DF(x* )  -1 _<3; 
(b) there exist two positive numbers v and 7 such that x E D for any x satisfying Hx- x* H < v, 
and 
IIDF(x) - DF(y)I[ < ~'11 x - YI[, 
for any x ,y  satisfying [Ix - x*ll < r; [[y - x*[[ < r. 
(c) x(0) be an arbitrary point in ~'~, and the sequence x(1) ,x (2 ) , . . ,  of points in R n is 
defined by the formula 
x (k + 1) = G(x (k)), (18) 
for a11 k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Then there exist e > 0 and a > 0 such that the sequence generated by (18) converges to x*, 
and 
[Ix (k + 1) -x ' l [  _< ~lix (k) -x*[ I  2, 
for any x (0) satisfying [[x (0) - x* 1[ < e. 
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LEMMA 3. MODIFIED NEWTON'S METHOD. Suppose that under the assumptions of Lemma 2, 
x* is the zero of the mapping F: D --, R n. Suppose a/so that 
Ao,  AI, A2, • • •, 
is a sequence of n x n nonsingular matrices, and the iterative process is defined by the formula 
x(k  + 1)=x(k ) -A ;1F(x (k ) ) ,  (k = 0,1, . . . ) ,  (19) 
where x (0) is an arbitrary point in ](n. Suppose further that there exists a positive real number 
M such that 
IIAk - DF(x  (k))ll < MIIF(x (k))ll. 
Then there exist e > 0 and a > 0 such that the sequence generated by (19) converges to x*, 
and 
IIx(k + I )  - x*ll _ a IIx(k) - x*ll 2 , 
for any x(0) satisfying I Ix(0)  - x*ll < 
In order to construct the modified Newton method for system (14), the next two lemmas are 
given. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that the functions {qal, qo2,... ,%o2(s+1)n} form an s-Hermite system with 
%oi E C2(s+l)(a, b) for a/1 i -- 1, 2 . . . .  ,2(s + 1)n. Suppose also that 
xl,  x2,. .. , xn, (20) 
are n distinct points on the interval (a, b), and functions at,i(x), l = 0, 1 , . . . ,  2s+l ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
are determined by the set of points (20) via formulae (6) and (7). Suppose further that I < v < n, 
and 5 is area/  number such that 
Xl ,  • • • ,Xv - - l ,Xv  -~ ~Xv+l ,  • • • ~Xn,  (21) 
are n distinct points on the interval (a, b). Suppose finally that the functions 51,i(x), l = 
O, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, are determined by the set of points (21) via formulae (6) and (7). 
Then there exist coefficients ~!l] with i = 1, 2, , n and l = O, 1,. ,2s + 1, such that 
~[2s+l] a , , 
~2s+l , i (x )  ---- O'2s+I,i(X) -~ ~}?~(TO,v(T) -~ ' ' " -~  tJi,y 2S+I ,v (X) ,  (22) 
for a/l i ¢ v, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and 
~.2s+l,v (X) f~[O] (7 [X ~ fJ[2s+ 1] O" ¢X ~ = /Ju, v O,uk / J r ' ' ' -{ - /~u,v  2sJr l ,u I, )" (23) 
PROOF. Using Lemma 1, we have 
52s+l,~(x) = 
2(s+Dn 
Z ~[2s+1] , ai,j ~j ~x) 
j=l 
2(s+l)n ~ [2a+1] , .~ 
: ~ O~,,j-[2s+l] (a~0lmo.0,m(X)_}_..._}_aj, m O'2sq-1'm[27)) 
j=l m=l 
2(s+l)n~[2s+l] [0] ~ -[28+1] [28+11! 
= ao,,~(x) ~i,~ a~,m +""  + a2s+l,m(x) 2.., ai,j %,,~ } , 
m=l "= j=l / 
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and, if we denote 
we get 
2(s+l)n 
f~[l] ~ ~ [2a-{-1] [l] 
~,m : C~i,j aj,m~ 
j= l  
n 
[1] a[2s+llu /x~ ~2s+i,,(Z) -~" Z (~ ]mO'O'ra(Z) -{- ~i, mO'l'm(Z) -[- "'" -~- tJi, m 2sq-l,ml, }) ,  
m~1 
for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. For the functions 528+1#(x), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, condition (6) yield 
(24) 
(T2s T l,i ( Xu "~ (25) 
and 
~(l) 
a2s.b l,i ( Xk ) = (~i,k(~2s+ l,l , 
for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  1 = 0 ,1 , . . . ,2s+ 1, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  and k ~ u. 
Differentiating (24) and applying conditions (6) and (26), we obtain 
~[0] : 0, ~[11 : 0, f412s] ~[2s-bl] 
i,k i,k t~i, k : O, i,k = ~i~k, 
(26) 
(27) 
for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  and k ~ u. 
Now, (22),(23) immediately follow from (24),(27). | 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that under the assumptions of Lemma 4, the coetticients 8! z] i -- 1, 2, n, 
l = 0, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, 1 < u < n, are defined via formulae (22) and (23). Then 
~[2sq-1] c (2s+2), , i,. =-oa~+l ,~x . )  + 0 (~2), 
(28) 
#ol = 0 (,~2~+2) 
for all i ¢ l, i = 1, 2,. . .  ,n, and 
c (2s+2) z Z [2s&l] ~--- 1 - ocr2s+l,u(xu) "~ 0 (52) v~v 
~I~sl = _e + o (~) 
~i~-11 = o (~) (29) 
#o] = O (52~+1) V~b' " 
PROOF. For x -- xv 4- 5, (22) becomes 
[0j 5) ~L::+l J~+I . (x .  ~), a2s+l,i(x~ + 5) = a2s+l#(x~ + 5) + ~i , .ao ,~(x~ + +. . .  + , , + (30) 
where i ~ u and i -- 1,2, . . .  ,n. Expanding the function U2s+l,i into the Taylor series at x~, we 
have 
, ms+l). , ~2s+1 (~2s+2) 
a28+i,i(xu -t- (~) = a2s+l,i(x~) + a2s+l,i(xv)5 +""  + (T2s.t_l, i (Xy) (28 -~ 1)----""'~. - -O 
Using condition (6), for i ¢ u we get 
U2s+l,i(Xo "~- 5) = O (~2s-b2) , (31) 
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Similarly, expanding the functions a0,~,... ,~28+1,~ into the Taylor series and using condi- 
tion (6) we obtain 
~0,~(z~ + 5) = 1 + o (528+2), 
+ 5) = 5 + o (528+2), 
a2,~,(x~ + 5) = 0 (52), (32) 
O'2s+,,v(X v -[- 5) = O (528+' ) .  
Putting (25), (31), and (32) in (30) we finally get 
~!0j = _5~!,1 + o (52) (33) 
for all i # v, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Further, differentiating (22) at x = x,  + ~ and using previous 
technique, successively (2s)-times, we obtain 
~!'J = -5~! 21 + o (52) 
: (34) 
= +'l + o (52), 
for all i # v, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Differentiating (22) (28 + 1)-times at x = xv + 5 we have 
_oi01 .8+,1  ~28+1,i ~v  + 5) + 5) + . - .  + + 5), (35) ---~ -f-/9~,vO'O, v {,Xv /9i, v Or2s+l,vlXv 
_(28+') _(28+,) _(28+,) where /¢  v, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Expanding the functions u28+L~, %, ~ , . . . ,  a2s+, ,v  , into the Taylor 
series at x~ and using conditions (2.1), for i # v we get 
¢28+1), ,- 08+2), , 0 (52) ,  %8+1,~ x. + 5) = + 06r2s+l,i ~Xv) 
(28+1) r X,.~(28+2) [,~ ,~ %,. tz~ + 5) = + o (5 2) t JvO,  v k ,~v l  
: (36) 
a (2~+')r~" +5)  ~ (28+2), , 
a(2s+,)r.~ + 5) 1 - * (28+2), 28+1,~-~ = -~ oa28+,,Az~) + 0 (52). 
Setting (25), (36), (33), and (34) in (35) we get 
e (28+2), ,~- '  ( ,~_(28+2)/_ 
~28+2), , o (52) = --00"28+1,i [Xv) "~ 
for all i # v, / = 1,2, . . . ,  n. Now, combining (37), (34), and (33) we obtain (28). 
Similarly, considering (23) for x --- x~ + 5, differentiating (23) (2s + 1)-times at x = xv + 5, 
expanding the functions into the Taylor series at x,  and using conditions (6),(25), we get 
101 = _5B[11 + O (52) 
gt~lJ r~ I~V , 
Zt,t = _5~t~l + o (5 2) VIV r~V~V 
3128] _~a[28+i] 
(2~+2) ~ ~-v,vB[28+ll = 1 - oa2s+l,vtxv ) + 0 (52) 
from which (29) follows. | 
Applying Lemmas 4 and 5, we now obtain the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4, 
~r2s+l,~,(X)=O'2s+l,v(X)--t~O'(2ss_l_+12)(X.)O'2s+l,t,(X)--t~O'2s,~,(X)-{-O((~2), (38) 
~.+1,,(=) = , ,=.+, , , (=) - '~r~(~-+1~2(=.)":.+,,.(=) + o (~) ,  (39) 
hold for any i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and i # v. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4. It provides a simple ex- 
pression for the Jacobian of the mapping (13), showing that the latter is nearly diagonal in the 
vicinity of the solution of equation (14). 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that functions {~1, ~2, • • •, ~v2(s+ 1)n } form an integrable s-Hermite system, 
and ~o i E C~( S+ l ) ( a, b) for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  2(s+l)n.  Suppose further that x s , x2 , . . . , xn are n distinct 
points on the interva/ (a,b), and functions at,~(x) for l = O, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n ,  are 
determined by formulae (6) and (7)• Then the Jacobian matr ix DF(x) of the mapping F defined 
by (13) is given by the formula 
DF(x) = - 
~a bp(x)a2s , l (x )dx 0 
where x = [xl x2 . . .  
A(x) = 
B(x) = 
/b o p(z)a~s,.(z) dx 
x,~ ]y, and matrices A(x), B(x) are given by the formulae 
(2s+2) / ff2s+l'l 
/ (2s+2) tL G2s+I,n(,Xl) 
[ ~abp(xlO'2s+ i,l (x) dx 
0 
O "(2s+2) [X ~ |
2s+l,n k n). l  
~a b p(x)a2s+s,n(x) dx 
- A (x ) .  B (x ) ,  (40) 
PROOF. Suppose that u is an integer such that 1 < u < n, and 5 is a real number such that 
Xl, •.., Xu--1, Xu Jr- (~, Xu+I, • . . ,  Xn, (41) 
are n distinct points on the interval (a, b). Suppose further that the functions ~l,i(x) for l = 
0, 1 , . . . ,  2s + 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, are determined by the set of points (41) via formulae (6) and (7). 
Combining (38),(39) with Definition 4 of the Jacobian matrix and definition (13) of the map- 
ping F, we immediately obtain 
Of .  b (DF(x))~,~ =- ~ p(x)a2s+l,i(x) dx 
J~ p(x)~s+l, , (x)  d= - f~ p(=)~s+,, ,(~) d= 
lim 
5-~0 5 
~(2s-J-2) j~a b 
= -V2s+l,i (x~) p(x)a2s+t,v(x) dx, 
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for any i # u, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and 
(DF(x))~,v = ~ p(x)a28+l,v(x) dx 
= lim f~ p(x)528+l,~(x)dx- J~ p(x)a28+l,~(x)dx 
~0 
(28+2), , L b L b = --¢r2s+l,t,(Xu) p(x)a2s+l,t,(X) dx - p(x)(~2s,~(x) dx. | 
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Theorem 5, and Corollary 2 is the con- 
sequence of Corollary 1 and Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that functions 
{~1, ~v2, •• •, ~O2(s+l)n}, (42) 
constitute an integrable s-Hermite system on [a, b] and qai E C 2(s+1) (a, b) for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  2(s + 
1)n. Suppose a/so that coefficients A2s,i, i = 1,2, . . .  ,n of the Gauss-Turdn quadrature (2) 
with respect to function (40) are nonzero. Suppose further that there exists a unique x* = 
[x~ x~ . . .  x*] T•R nsuchthat  
F(x*)  = 0, 
where the function F: R n ~ R n is defined by (13). Then the Jacobian matrix 
p(x)a2s,1 dx 0 
DF(x*)  = - ".. , 
0 p(x)cr2s,n dx 
is nonsingular, where the functions 0"2s,1,..., a2s,n are determined by the set of points x~, x~,. . . , 
x~ via formulae (6) and (7). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that under the assumptions of Corollary 1, the function F: R n -* R n is 
defined by (13), and x* is the unique zero ofF .  Then F is continuously differentiable, and there 
exist three positive real numbers r, ~, and 7 such that 
and 
DF(x*)  -1 _< ~, 
HDF(x) - DF(y)[[ < 7lbx - yll, 
for any x and y satisfying [[x - x'If < r, fly - x*[I < r. 
The following theorem is the principal numerical tool of this paper. It shows that a very simple 
iterative scheme converges quadratically for the system of equations (14), and it is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3, Corollary 2, and Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that functions {~1,  ~02,.  • • ,  ~92(s+l)n} form an integrable s-Hermite system 
on [a,b] with Vh e C2(s+l)(a,b) for i = 1,2, . . .  ,2(s + 1)n, coefficients A2s,i, i = 1,2, . . .  ,n of 
the Gauss-Turin quadrature (2) with respect o the functions {~01, ~2, . . . ,  ~o2(8+1)=} are nonzero. 
Suppose further that x* is the unique zero of the mapping F: R '~ --* R "~ which is defined by (13). 
Suppose finally that x(0) is an arbitrary point in R '~, and the sequence x(1), x(2) , . . ,  of points 
in R n is defined by the iterative formulae 
xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + f :  p(x)a28+lj(x)dz i = 1,2, . . . ,  n, (43) 
f :  p(x)a2s,~(x) dx ' 
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Table 1. Ganss-Tur~n quadrature for products of polynomials and fractional powers 
~o~(x) dx = A,~,i~o(k"~l(xi), k = 1,2, . . .  ,2(s + 1)n, 
m=0 i=l 
where {~ok} = {1, r(x), x, xr(x) . . . . .  x(8+l)n-lr(x)} with r(x) = x-W3. 
n=5 
s : l  8----3 
Xl = 0.171573532582957E- 02 xl = 0.112060424961644E- 02 
Ao,1 = 
AI,1 
A2,1 - 
0.121637123277610E - 01 
0.283102654629310E - 04 
0.214239866660517E - 07 
Ao,1 : 0.107951975378681E- 01 
A1,1 = 0.358711216006131E - 04 
A2,1 = 0.675290841318227E- 07 
A3,1 = 0.630107708296527E- 10 
A4,1 = 0.290664677141889E- 13 
A5,1 = 0.596419601095170E- 17 
A6,1 = 0.421810372631767E- 21 
x2 = 0.516674690067835E- 01 x2= 0.472833509068497E- 01 
Ao,2 = 
A1,2 - 
A2,2 = 
0.114788544658756E + 00 
0.141096832290629E - 02 
0.357587075122775E - 04 
Ao,2 = 0.112798318870093E + 00 
A1,2= 0.195566204754189E- 02 
A2,2= 0.598626446223655E- 04 
A3,2= 0.595335306478008E- 06 
A4,2 = 0.585262373254692E- 08 
A5,2= 0.247301258975359E- 10 
A6 ,2= 0.815294213502205E - 13 
x3 = 0.256596242621252E + 00 x3 : 0.253483498143819E + 00 
0.296358604286158 E + 00 
0.391442503354071E - 02 
0.677935112926019E - 03 
Ao,3 = 
A1,3 = 
A2,3 ---- 
Ao,3= 0.302100459308371E+00 
A1,3 = 0.565666863047273E- 02 
A3,3 = 0.129168245158757E- 04 
A2,3 = 0.999506903228659E- 03 
A4,3 = 0.700204081127572E- 06 
A5,3= 0.467813937325970E - 08 
A6 ,a= 0.113659002699066E- 09 
x4= 0.614259881077552E+00 x4 = 0.621515198678228E + 00 
Ao,a = 0.373459975331693E + 00 
A1,4 -- -0.111299945126195 E - 02 
A2,4 = 0.139576858045244E - 02 
Ao,4= 0.380595901201299E+00 
Al,a = -0.185566177889903E -02  
A2,4= 0.194975225517270E- 02 
A3,4 =-0 .673009504330749E-05  
A4,4= 0.217441512752990E - 05 
A5,4=-0.399985110309194 E - 08 
A6 ,a= 0.631062246137955E- 09 
xs= 0.9295758D0557533E+00 xs= 0.939576470606796E + 00 
Ao,s = 0.203229163395632E + 00 
A1,5=-0.455530407798230E - 02 
A2 ,5= 0.226019273068948E- 03 
Ao,5= 0.193710123082369E+00 
A1 ,s=-0 .626721179191508E-  02 
A2,5= 0.328738265799150E- 03 
A3,5 = -0.626551418606274E-05 
.44,5 = 0.111397090585188E - 06 
As,5=-0.937605921215539 E - 09 
A6,5= 0.563454329655978E - 11 
fo r  k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  where  the functions 
O'2s+l,1, O'2s+1,2~ • . . ,  o'2s+l,n~ o'2s,1, O'2s,2, . . . ,  o'2s,n, 
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are determined by the points 
Xl (k ) ,  . . . ,  x (k)  2(k) . .  
via formulae (6) and (7). 
Then there exist ~ > 0 and a > 0 such that the sequence x (1 ) ,x (2 ) , . . . ,  generated by (43) 
converges to x*,  and  
IIx (k + 1) - x*ll < IIx (k) - x'112 , 
for any initial point x(0)  (zi(0) • xj(0) for j ¢ i) such that f i x (0 ) -  x*][ < e. 
REMARK 2. If we replace an integrable s-Hermite system with ECT-system 
{(~1,  ~2,  • • • , ~2(s+l )n} ,  
in Corollary 1, Corollary 2, and Theorem 6, we will know for sure that  the point x* exists and 
it is unique. On the other side, when we have an integrable s-Hermite system, and using the 
iterative process (43) wegetx*=[x~ x~ . . .  x*] T ,wherea<x*  <b, i= l , . . . ,n ,  wecan  
be sure that  the points x~, . . . ,  x~ are the nodes of the Gauss-Tur£n quadrature which follows 
from Theorem 2. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We can now compute Gauss-Tur£n quadratures for both smooth functions and functions with 
end-point singularities using the numerical apparatus developed in Section 3. The Gauss-Tur in  
quadrature rules for an integrable s-Hermite system can be obtained by solving a system of 
nonlinear equation (14) and using the formula (11). Due to Theorem 6 the modified Newton's 
method defined by formula (43) converges quadratically when it is applied to the system of 
equation (14). 
As it is well known, the Newton method is sensitive to the choice of the starting point x(0), 
and the process known as the continuation method (see [1, Section 3.3] and, for more details, 
[15]) is used to obtain x(0). 
The iterative process (43) requires the construction of the functions a2s+l,i, a2s#, i = 1,2, . . . ,  n, 
given by the functions Y)i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  2(s + 1)n. The latter is possible for any integrable 
s-Hermite systems and is equivalent o inverting matrix (4). Obviously, for many choices of 
functions ~1, ~2, . . . ,  ~2(s+l)n, including the numerical examples given in this section, matrix (4) 
will be ill conditioned. 
Thus, in order to obtain results of high accuracy, the computations in software package Math- 
ematica with 120 digits operations for generating the Gauss-Tur£n quadratures have been per- 
formed. 
EXAMPLE 1. Gauss-Tur£nian quadratures (2) for n -- 5 and s -- 1,3 with respect o the systems 
of functions 
1, x a, x, x 1+~, x 2, x2+a, . . . ,  X (sT1)n-l+a, (44) 
on [0, 1] are given in Table 1 for a = -1 /3 .  
Table 2. Relative errors in quadrature sums In,s for the integration of f(x) = e x 
on [0, 1] by the Gauss-Turin quadrature for the products of polynomials and frac- 
tional power (x) = x -1 /3 .  
1 a= n= 1 n=2 n -3  n~4 n=5 
3 
s -- 0 2.18 E - 01 1.32 E - 02 4.33 E - 04 9.75 E - 06 1.67 E - 07 
s=l  2.74E- 02 2.43E - 05 6.02E - 09 6.98E-  13 4.66E-  17 
s = 2 2.40 E - 03 1.70 E - 08 1.81 E - 14 6.16 E - 20 9.24 E - 28 
s ---- 3 1.61 E -- 04 6.20 E - 12 1.95 E - 20 1.38 E - 29 3.25 E - 39 
s -= 4 8.68 E - 06 1.38 E - 15 9.83 E - 27 1.10 E - 38 3.15 E - 51 
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Tab le  3. Re la t ive  errors  in quadrature  sums I [~! for the  in tegrat ion  of  f (x )  = sin(bx)  
for b -- 1(2)25 on [0, 1] by the  Gauss -Tur in  quadrature  for the  products  of  po lyno-  
mia ls  and  f ract ional  power  r(x) = x ~ for (~ = -1 /3  and  (~ = 1/3.  
o~ 
1 
b=l  3 
1 
5 
1 
b=3 3 
1 
5 
1 
b=5 3 
1 
5 
1 
b=7 3 
1 
5 
1 
b=9 3 
1 
1 
b=l l  3 
1 
1 
b=13 3 
1 
5 
1 
b- -15  3 
1 
1 
b=17 3 
1 
1 
b= 19 3 
1 
"5 
1 
b - -21  3 
1 
1 
b---- 23 3 
1 
"5 
1 
b= 25 3 
1 
"5 
n----5 
s----0 
6.69 E - 08 
1 .53E  - 08 
7.36 E - 05 
2.32 E - 05 
7.01 E - 04 
1.56 E - 03 
2.00 E - 01 
1.07 E - 01 
9 .11E  - 02 
1.56 E - 03 
5.57 E - 01 
6.32E - 01 
s=l  
4 .62E  - 17 
5 .70E-  18 
5.60 E - 12 
1.82 E - 12 
3.72 E - 09 
1.04 E - 09 
2.44 E - 06 
9 .71E  - 07 
4.08 E - 06 
5.81 E - 07 
1 .87E  - 04 
1 .12E  - 04 
1.82 E - 02 
3 .27E  - 03 
2.53 E - 03 
3.39 E - 03 
5 .07E  - 02 
2 .25E  - 02 
s - -2  
5.96 E - 28 
1.29 E - 28 
1 .15E  - 20 
6 .93E-  21 
8.25 E - 16 
7.81 E - 17 
1.35 E - 12 
5.60 E - 13 
1 .54E-  11 
2.50 E - 13 
1 .75E  - 09 
8.99 E - 10 
4.64 E - 07 
5.53 E - 08 
2.63 E - 07 
2 .11E  - 07 
7 .53E  - 06 
2 .15E  - 06 
3.33 E - 04 
2.37 E - 03 
3.54 E - 04 
1 .72E  - 04 
1.07  E - 03 
1.13 E - 04 
s - -3  
7.50 E - 40 
8.03 E - 41 
1.92 E - 29 
1.93 E - 31 
1.76E - 23 
3.59 E - 24 
6.91 E - 20 
4.33 E - 20 
9 .37E  - 18 
1.39 E - 18 
1.83 E - 15 
1.04 E - 15 
1 .92E-  12 
3 .02E-  13 
2 .14E-  12 
1.60 E - 12 
1.42 E - 10 
3 .42E-  11 
4.89 E - 08 
9 .02E  - 08 
2.68 E - 08 
9.90 E - 09 
7.58 E - 08 
4 .58E  - 08 
3.30 E - 04 
1.87 E - 04 
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Let us apply the Gauss-Tur£n quadrature (2) to [0, 1] with respect o system (44) with a = 
-1 /3  on the test example where f (x )  = e x and f (m) (x )  = e x for each m > 0. Now, we have 
f01 I = e x dx  = e - 1 = 1 .71828182845904523536028747135. . . ,  
and the corresponding Gauss-Turgm formula (2) gives 
28 ~ n 
 n,8 = = clcsJ x'o, (45) 
m=0 i-----1 i=1 
where C~ sl 28 = ~m=O Am, i .  Table 2 shows the relative errors I(In,s - I ) / I  I for n = 1(1)5 and 
s = o(1)4.  
EXAMPLE 2. Taking f (x )  = sin(bx) for b = 1(2)25 on [0, 1], i.e., 
~0 
1 
Ib = sin(bx) dx,  
and the corresponding Gauss-Tur£n formula (2) with respect o system (44) for a = -1 /3  and 
= 1/3, i.e., 
2s  n 
floJ ,,= E Z (46) 
m=0 i=1 
/[a]~/i~ and the absolute rrors for s = 0(1)3 and n = 5 we obtain the relative errors I(Ib -- n , s ) /  bl 
lib --X[~!I shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 
For s = 0 the quadrature formulae (45) and (46) reduce to the Gaussian formula. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A numerical algorithm has been presented for the construction of the generalized Gauss-Turin 
quadrature rules (2) from Definition 1. The algorithm is a simple iterative scheme which is 
applicable to a wide class of functions, including smooth functions (not necessarily polynomials), 
as well as functions with end-point singularities, uch as those encountered in solving of integral 
equations, complex analysis, potential theory, and several other areas. 
The algorithm is a simple iterative process, but very often it is ill conditioned and the high 
precision in the computations have to be used. 
The proposed algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm presented in the paper of Ma, 
Rokhlin and Wandzura [1] and for s -- 0 we have the case of the construction of generalized 
Gauss quadrature rules given in [1]. 
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